Threaducation Workshop
“Thread is often times the overlooked trim item that can have a
tremendous impact on both your sales, and your company reputation!”
Threaducation will help you understand the proper application of the sewing

threads and how they impact the performance and appearance of your products.
You will learn what thread to recommend …

… to Minimize Seam Puckering ... to Sew Stretch Fabrics … to Minimum Restitched Seams due to
sewing problems… to Sew Micro-fiber Fabrics … for Garment-dye Programs … for products that
will be exposed to harsh Enzyme and Stone Washes … for Embroidery!
To make informed decisions about proper thread application, you need to know …
What are the common fiber types and thread constructions available to choose from? What are the
physical characteristics of each type and how do they relate to performance in my products? What
are the most common thread applications for your products? What are the advantages of using one
thread versus another? What impact does thread selection have on the appearance, seam
performance and ultimately, the quality of your products?
Thread only makes up a small part of the garment... but shares 50% of the
responsibility for the seam!
How to make sense out of the myriad of thread sizing systems used around the world? How do I
select the optimum thread size for a particular product or sewing application? What is the difference
between thread price and thread cost?
These questions and many more are answered in this interesting and informative interactive
Threaducation workshop. This workshop ends with the participants using their new thread
selection tools and knowledge to select the best threads for a variety of sewing applications. We
encourage the bringing of examples of your thread issues to this 2 hour workshop for discussion.
Our workshops are offered FREE to our customers.
You provide:

A classroom with light controls, large screen (or blank wall), table to set-up
our projector and computer on, and AC power supply.

A&E provides :

All handouts and helpful thread selection tools with the workshop.

For more information contact your local A&E GRS representative or Global Retail Solutions Dept., American & Efird, Inc.,
P.O. Box 507, Mt. Holly, NC 28120. Phone: (800) 438-5868; Fax: (704) 820-2857. All Workshops were designed for A&E
and for educating A&E Customers. Materials should not be reproduced except with permission from A&E.

